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Storage and data protection are strategic technologies. The partnership between Microsoft and
Veritas brings a new dimension to the cloud by offering game-changing cloud data protection for
your customers. Backup Exec by Veritas and Microsoft Azure enable your customers to accelerate
their digital transformation, innovate faster and gain greater cost efficiencies whilst keeping data at
the forefront of their minds in a GDPR world.
Whilst Microsoft offers security and the support
of the Azure cloud, data protection is the responsibility
of the customer. Veritas Backup Exec gives your
customers peace of mind by offering comprehensive
data protection for Azure, whilst offering storage
optimisation and compliance readiness.
The solution is flexible and easy-to-use, and can
scale seamlessly to Azure.
Keep your customers safe in the cloud by offering
Microsoft Azure and Veritas Backup Exec as
a whole solution.
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Powerful Data Visibility
Backup Exec gives your customers total visibility to provision, manage, and protect
their on-premises and cloud-based workloads. Azure hybrid capabilities also offer a
unified platform to manage on-premises and cloud infrastructures.
Cost Efficiencies
Reduce your customers’ TCO by eliminating unnecessary storage hardware upgrade
cycles; they’ll only have to pay for what they really need to store in the cloud. Further,
Backup Exec and Azure’s industry-leading storage, data deduplication, and bandwidth
optimisation capabilities can be funded from Op-Ex budgets rather than Cap-Ex.
Market-leading Agility and Flexibility
As flexible working becomes more and more popular, the ability to work in the office
or at home or on the move is becoming more and more important. With Azure,
your customers can connect data and apps in the cloud and on-premises, offering
maximum portability.
Ensure Peace of Mind
Reduce risk and improve RPO/RTO outcomes with automated off-site functionality.
Azure was specifically built with high-availability and unlimited, on–demand scalability
in mind; Azure Storage also keeps and manages multiple copies of your data, ensuring
maximum durability.
Data Security and Compliance
The combination of Veritas and Microsoft’s solutions deliver industry-leading solutions
that offer multi-layer AES encryption, secure data through SSL, and encryption using
256-bit AES inline. Data is also encrypted at rest in the cloud, so your customers can
rest easy knowing that their business critical data is secure.
Zero Rip and Replace Requirements
The deep integration between Backup Exec and Azure means that existing Veritas
customers don’t need to swap out their data management solution when adopting
Microsoft cloud services. The Backup Exec data protection and information governance
capabilities are natively leveraged to ensure a smooth and secure transition at every stage.
Rapid recoverability
Your customers will receive on-demand recoverability anytime, anywhere with Backup
Exec patented Granular Recovery Technology (GRT). GRT ensures your customers can
recover exactly what they need, as soon as they need it.
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Why Tech Data for Microsoft and Veritas?
Microsoft

Veritas

Tech Data have the largest Microsoft team
in the UK Channel, and we are dedicated to
achieving satisfaction for our customers.
Our extensive industry experience,
customer understanding, broad
partnerships and research gives us a
valuable perspective and unique ability to
deliver the assurance that customers need.
With our specialist product knowledge, we
can support you on anything you need to
know about Microsoft.

Tech Data has worked with Veritas for over
15 years and our team of Veritas specialists
are dedicated to helping you grow your
Veritas business. Our new, multi-tiered
channel programme, the Practice Builder
Partner Programme, is open to current and
new partners to deliver a host of business
development and marketing tools to help
accelerate your Veritas business.

Tech Data are here to help you…
Enablement: Our team will help you understand your options and the best path for
you in moving to the cloud. Whether you want to talk through your choices with an
expert or get access to training and specialist resources such as webinars, we are
here to help.
Expertise: We’re here to assist you with Windows 10 and to grow your CSP business.
Our range of expertise through Tech Data means we can support you in a broad
variety of areas, including business planning, marketing, technical and professional
services.
Value Added Services: Tech Data can assist with Click-to-Run and 3rd party ISVs to
add to profitability. Once you’re up and running on the cloud you can easily manage
your Cloud sales via the Tech Data StreamOne platform; our platform will also
enable you to offer your own white labelled Cloud Services environment.
Support: Our Customer services centre is open 24 hours a week online, or standard
working hours over the phone. You can process returns and check warranty
information via our After Sales Management too (ASM) and TD Activate-here, our
most recent initiative makes it really simple and profitable to buy and deliver
top-selling software to end-customers.
Storage and data protection are strategic technologies. Ensure protection and
support for any application and any amount of data with Veritas for Microsoft Cloud
and Tech Data.
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